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_s U. MAY ALL 4-METER TELfSCOPE •• . 

• a fuzed quartz mirror 4~rov~d,~~.rr~e2Q.Pli>/08/07 
nent is the nation's second largest optical telescope. 

Together the telescope and the mounting weigh 375 tons, yet they are so 
- -=:.. delicately balanced that accurate tracking of celestial objects is achieved 
::::::---::::. with a small one-half horsepower motor. M With ~h;, ;""'" mentast"?no'!'~~ ~ stmly objocts as fa;n_t as 23,d 

magnitude-more than six m1lhon times fainter than the dimmest 
star visible with the unaided eye. 
Darkrooms, laboratories, offices, and sleeping quarters are 

- housed in the 19-story-high structure. The movable dome 
----- weighs 500 tons; the shutter opening measures 30 feet 

across. The building itself is 105 feet in diameter. 
An elevator provides access to a glass-enclosed 
observation deck that presents a panoramic view 
of the observatory; from there steps lead toa 
telescope viewing gallery for visitors. 

The telescope was dedicated in June, 
1973, and is named for Dr. Nicholas 
U. Mayall, former Director of the 
Kitt Peak National Observatory. 

ELEVATION 
The summit of the moun

tain lies just North of the 
4-metertelescope, at an 

elevation of 2098 meters 
(6882 feet). 
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Operated by the National 
Radio Astronomy Observa
tory this 10.75-meter (36-
foot) dish antenna explores 
the universe in radio 
wave I engths that are not 
visible to the human eye 
(Not open to the public) 

ational Observatory, you will note that some points of 
by numbers-both on this map and on the mountain 

=low is a brief description of each site. 

:I-meter telescope, with the McMath Solar Telescope 
-you will be looking south. Behind you stand six of the 13 
!It Kitt Peak: the 1.3-meter infrared, and the 30-centimeter 
: the three telescopes of the University of Arizona; 
I-meter Nicholas u: Mayall telescope dome is visible. 
o\ltarValley and, visible some 18 miles to the 
o your right) is the town of Sells, tribal headquarters 

.ans. The distinctive dome-shaped mountain peak due 
ri, traditional home of the Papago Indian God /-/'toy. 

a schematic diagram of the McMath Solar Telescope. 
ers can obtain a picture of the telescope with the 
,ground from this point. 
-vel, photographers find nearly the entire sweep of 
,lescopes before them. The large telescope bui I ding 
·10uses the University of Arizona's2.3-meter telescope. 
you are standing 29 meters, or%feet, above the 

•p. The Visitor's Gallery provides a view in all 
s of100 miles on most days, and special non-glare 

1is area enhances picture taking. To help with 
3long the gallery show the four points of the compass 
:if surrounding towns. Mountain ranges visible to the 
ed in Mexico. 
i les down this roadway is the Picnic Area with cooking 
irink machines, drinking water and restrooms for your 
beauty, the Picnic Area itself draws many nature 

1.3-METER TELESCOPE 
al emphasis on infrared astronomy, this telescope 
observations of objects such as stars embedded 

.Jst clouds that wouldA~ffniw@tti'f:P't)f>IR. 
a model for all infrared moaitications 
:1k telescopes. 

btUJb<f1gffflWPJA~W>n, stand facing the r 
'fM~kope:-Yoti wnrtYn'trdiat your Walking Tour 
agree with the structures visible atop the mount, 

Welcome to the 

kitt peak 
national 
observato1 

A Walking Tour 
As national center for ground-based optical astronomy, Kitt Pe 

the largest collection of astronomical instruments in the world. Sc 
over the world use Kitt Peak facilities for research programs in st, 
planetary studies. 

In addition to visiting scientists, over 50 people are employed o 
but only the necessary support staff lives there. Resident astronom, 
in Tucson. During observing periods, they, as well as visiting sc 
dormitory rooms at Kitt Peak. 

Kitt Peak is open to the public from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. ev 
Christmas. There is no charge or ticket for admission. Regularly sci 
the Observatory are conducted at 10:30 a.m. and 1 :30 p.m. , 
Sunday and holiday. All tours begin at the Visitor Center . 

Although no food (other than candy and soft drinks) is sold on 1 
grounds, a picnic area is provided with tables, benches, and fire pi 

This Walking Tour Guide has been prepared for visitors who 
scheduled tour or wish to tour the facilities on their own. Please 
for a handy reference to the National Observatory. 

Your interest in the Observatory's programs and facilities is a 
sincerely hope that your visit to Kitt Peak will be an e1 
informative-occasion. 

VISITOR'S CENTER 
Exhibits feature many as

pects of astronomy, including 
models of telescopes and the 
research programs being con
ducted at Kitt Peak. Visitors 
can operate an actual solar 
telescope, and Kitt Peak
produced films are shown on 
weekends and holidays. 
Papago handicrafts and vari
ous mementos of the Obser
vatory are available at the gift 
shop. 
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